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Abstract
In order to achieve grid connected optimal dispatch of micro-grid, a improved
bee colony method is put forward to carry out optimization of grid connected
dispatch. Firstly, the optimal scheduling model of micro-grid grid connection,
and the overall cost of generating electricity and environmental cost of microgrid grid connection is used as objective function, and system power balance
constraint, power constraint of micro power supply, contact line constraint
that interacted with main grid and charge and discharge cycle of battery
are used as constraint conditions. Secondly, the improved bee colony algorithm is established through introducing particle swarm algorithm. Finally,
a residential area is used as an example, and the optimal dispatch of
micro-grid grid connection is carried out based on proposed model, and
simulation results showed that the proposed model has higher correctness and
efficiency.
Keywords: Optimal dispatch, improved bee colony algorithm, micro-grid
grid connection.
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1 Introduction
The grid connected micro-grid is connected with the large power grid, which
can provide certain power support. The grid connected micro-grid depends on
the load proportion it can supply, which reflects its power supply capacity and
dependence on the large power grid to a certain extent. The self balance rate is
defined as the load proportion that the grid connected micro-grid can supply
in a certain period to represent its self balance ability. Different expected
levels of self balance rate will affect the final capacity allocation scheme of
the grid connected micro-grid. From the perspective of user benefit, considering the initial investment cost, replacement cost, operation and maintenance
cost, residual value, power purchase cost and other economic factors, and
considering the operation power constraints of grid connected micro-grid,
the optimal scheduling of grid connected micro-grid is carried out under the
economic objective.
With the help of complex system theory, it can be seen that there are
many kinds of distributed generation, various operation states, different
output characteristics and control methods in micro-grid, which make microgrid have the main characteristics of complex system, such as complexity,
nonlinear characteristic, openness, spatial hierarchy, organization and selforganization, and become a factor with many variables, complex operation
mechanism and significant uncertainty. It is a multiple dimensional complex
system. Therefore, the research, development and application of micro-grid
technology should comprehensively understand and master the main features
and critical technologies of micro-grid from the perspective of system, so
as to lay a solid foundation for effectively solving various problems caused
by distributed generation and improving the reliability, security, stability and
economy of system power supply [1, 2].
The optimal scheduling of micro-grid has always been a hot research
topic in the industry, and relevant scholars have made some theoretical
and practical achievements in this aspect. Niche genetic algorithm is used
to solve the optimal operation of each micro power source in micro-grid.
Mixed integer linear programming is used to solve the economic dispatch
model of wind power generation. The economic dispatch model of microgrid considering operation cost and pollutant emission cost is solved by
Chaos Quantum Genetic algorithm. Taking the minimum operation cost of
micro-grid as the objective function, particle swarm optimization algorithm
is applied in dealing with the micro-grid model, so as to reduce the operation
cost of micro-grid connection [3].
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To sum up, most of the existing studies are single analysis on the operation cost of micro-grid, and few literature comprehensively consider the
operation cost, pollution control costs, grid connected benefits and power
generation subsidies and other factors. At stage of finding out scheduling
plan, the existing intelligent algorithms have some disadvantages, such as
they are easy to obtain the local optimal solution, and the convergence of
these traditional methods needs to be improved. Bee colony algorithm is a
novel optimization method established lately, which can effectively improve
the optimization problem with the help of division of labor and transformation of each role. Through analyzing disadvantages of traditional artificial
bee colony algorithm and the characteristics of micro-grid grid connected
dispatching, this paper proposes an improved artificial bee colony algorithm by improving initial population generation, coding mode, population
optimization process and individual elimination.
Based on the above two points, this paper will comprehensively consider
the micro grid power generation costs, environmental pollution control costs,
grid benefits and new energy generation subsidies and other factors, and
establish the micro grid optimal scheduling model under grid connected
operation mode. In view of disadvantages of the normal particle swarm
optimization method, the conventional bee colony algorithm is revised, which
is used to implement the micro-grid grid connected optimal scheduling.
Combined with the actual micro-grid case, the rationality of the mathematical
theory and effectiveness of the optimization method proposed in this paper
are verified.

2 Optimal Scheduling Theory of Micro-grid Grid
Connection
In the process of micro grid integration, there are many kinds of power
generation UNITS, like wind power, photo voltaic, fuel cell, battery, micro
gas turbine, main grid and so on. For wind power, photo voltaic renewable
energy should be fully utilized, more use of maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) operation mode. For controllable micro sources such as micro gas
turbine and fuel cell, their output can be changed according to the demand of
micro-grid load. By improving the bee colony algorithm, and output of each
micro source can be optimized, especially battery charge-discharge power
and the output power of the main power grid are controlled, so as to obtain
part of the revenue and reduce the cost [4].
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2.1 Goal Function of Optimal Scheduling
Taking the overall generation cost and environmental cost of micro-grid as
the minimum, and the benefits of grid connection and new energy subsidies
as the maximum, the following multiple objective optimization function is
established [5].
min F (P ) =

T
X

[F1 (P (t)) + F2 (P (t)) − F3 (P (t)) − F4 (P (t))]

(1)

t=1

where F denotes the total operation cost of micro-grid connection, F1 (P (t))
represents power generation cost, F2 (P (t)) denotes environmental cost,
F3 (P (t)) denotes the revenue cost of micro-grid connection, F4 (P (t))
denotes the revenue of energy subsidies.
(1) Power generation cost
The power generation cost concludes fuel cost and operating expenses of each
micro power source
F1 (P (t)) =

N
X

Cf,i (P (t)) +

i=1

N
X

Co,i (P (t))

(2)

i=1

where Cf,i (P (t)) denotes fuel expenses of ith micro power at t moment,
Co,i (P (t)) denotes the operation cost of ith micro power at t moment, N
denotes types of micro power supply.
(2) Environmental penalty cost
Gas pollutants such as NOx , O2 and CO2 will be produced in the process
of putting each micro power source into use. The penalty coefficients of
different gas pollutants are different. The emission amount of corresponding
pollutant gas can be obtained from the output of each micro power source.
The treatment cost of such gas pollutants is counted as the environmental
penalty cost, which is shown as follows [6]:
F2 (P (t)) =

N X
M
X

κij · Pi (t)) · ξj

(3)

i=1 j=1

where κij denotes the penalty coefficient of the jth gas emission of ith microgrid, ξj denotes environmental penalty cost rate of jth gas, M denotes the
number of pollutant gases.
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(3) Benefits from grid connection
The benefits of micro-grid integration are generated by the energy transaction
between micro-grid and large grid [7]
F3 (P (t)) = pg (t) · |Pg (t)|
(
pb (t), Pg (t) ≥ 0
pg (t) =
ps (t), Pg (t) < 0

(4)
(5)

where Pg (t) denotes the interactive power between micro-grid and large
power grid in t period, pg (t) denotes the electricity transaction price of micro
grid and large grid in t period, Pg (t) ≥ 0, the time sharing power price is
taken, Pg (t) < 0, the time sale power price is taken.
(4) New energy subsidy income
To encourage construction and operation of renewable new energy, government implements a power generation subsidy policy for wind power and
photovoltaic power generation, and new energy subsidy income is calculated
by [8]
F4 (P (t)) = sb,w Pw (t) + sb,p Pp (t)
(6)
where sb,w denotes the unit allowance price of wind power generation,
yuan/(kW.h); Pw (t) denotes the generation power of wind power, kW;
sb denotes the unit subsidy price of photo voltaic power generation,
yuan/(kW.h); Pp (t) denotes the generation power of photo voltaic power, kW.
2.2 Constraint Condition
During the operation of micro-grid, the constraints of objective function
mainly include system power balance, output power limitation of each micro
power source, interactive power limitation between micro-grid and main grid,
battery charging and discharging period, etc.
(1) System power balance constraints
Power balance constraint is a critical constraint for micro-grid operation, that
is, the sum of micro-grid output and micro-grid load demand are equal in a
scheduling cycle [9]
Plt (t) = Pw (t) + Pp (t) + Pf (t) + Pm (t) + Pmg (t) + Pi (t)

(7)

where Plt (t) denotes the total power of load in micro-grid in t period,
Pf (t) denotes the generating power of fuel cell at t moment, Pm (t) denotes
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generating power of micro gas turbine at t moment, Pmg (t) denotes the
charge discharge power of battery to micro-grid at t moment, Pi (t) denotes
the interaction power between micro electric net and large electric net at t
moment.
(2) Power constraint of the micro power supply
Due to the restrictions of their own structure and various power electronic
devices, the output power for every distributed micro source was limited in a
certain range [10].
Pa,min (t) ≤ Pa (t) ≤ Pa,max (t)

(8)

where Pa (t) denotes the real power o in t period, Pa,min (t) denotes the
bottom limitation of output power in t period, Pa,max (t) denotes the upper
limitation of output power in t period.
(3) Contact line constraint that interacted with main grid
Since the capacity of the connection line between the micro network and the
main network was limited, the interaction power between the two should meet
the restrictions.
Pp,min ≤ Pp (t) ≤ Pp,max
(9)
where Pp (t) denotes the power exchange value between the micro net and the
main net at t time; Pp,min denotes the bottom limitation of power exchange
value between the micro net and main net at t time, Pp,max denotes the upper
limitation of power exchange value between the micro net and main net at t
time.
(4) Charge-discharge cycle of battery was limited
In a dispatch cycle, the initial process of charge of equipment of storing
energy should be the same as the state of charge after the dispatch was
completed, which meant that the total amount of charge-discharge of the
equipment of storing energy device should be 0.
T
X

Pmg (t) = 0

(10)

t=1

3 Improved Bee Colony Algorithm
Many interesting group behaviors could be observed on some animals, such
as bees, ants, fish and so on. Their highly coordinated behavior of looking
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for food and gathering reflected this phenomenon compared to the entire
system, these individuals could only deal with a limited amount of problems.
However, when these local behaviors were combined, it would have a global
impact [11].
In the process of looking for food, the bees remembered the food features
such as shape, color and smell, and gradually formed their own searching
experience. They searched for bees near the hive and took the information of
the food source back to the hive through a swing dance, recruiting more bees
to gather honey based on this shared information, they abandoned the food
source of poor quality and adjusted the search strategy to make the bees move
to the elite food source of good quality, and finally gathered in the elite food
source. Inspired by this natural phenomenon, he imitated the bees’ foraging
behavior to find the best solution.
3.1 The Basic Concept of the Swarm of Bees
There were three types of bees in the hive: leading the bees, following the
bees, and detecting the bees; the bees of each role shared different work and
cooperated with each other, and the roles would change according to the rate
of return. Each food source represented a solution, corresponding to a path
in the optimal problem of the micro electric net connection; the profit of the
food source honey represented the solution, and the quality corresponded to
the quality of the path in the TSP problem, which was the last length of the
path. For each food source, there were several factors related to it: the honey
of the food source (solution), the profit of the honey (quality of the solution),
and the quantity of the honey [12].
Detecting bees: To explore the food source around the hive, and to obtain
information about the profit of the honey from the food source, and then
return to hive, and convey information about honey source through unique
swing dance of bees in dance area. The Scout bees could effectively jump
out to scout the new food source when the calculation was local optimal. The
condition of jumping out was that the bees did not find a better food source
for some time, and the number of times they could travel through the food
source was limited [13].
Following bees: the following bees in the hive observe the information
about the honey source in the dance area and decide whether to follow the
dancing bees to gather honey according to the return rate. According to
the rate of return of the leading bee, the follower bee could strengthen the
circulation of the elite food source of the leading bee, strengthen the elite
function of the leading bee, and accelerate the restrain of the calculation.
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Leading bees: decide the leading role according to the profit ratio of bees.
Bees with higher income could recruit more bees to follow them, so that the
calculation could quickly restrain to the best. When the honey from the food
source was collected, the bees were led to follow the bees.
When bees visited the food source, if the quality of the honey from this
food source was better than that of this bee before, they would choose this
place as the new honey source and return to hive to share information of food
source with other bees. Otherwise, previous position would be maintained.
If the food source didn’t improve further within the limited time, the food
source would be abandoned [14].
3.2 Algorithm Step of Bee Colony Method
The conventional bee group calculation was according to the location of the
honey source, and the honey amount of the honey source was used to show
the adaptability. The steps of the calculation were as follows:
Step 1: Initial stage. The number of honey source is defined by sN , and
the solution space dimension is defined by D, the number of mercenary
bees was the same as that of the honey source. The honey source Xi =
(xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xiD ) denotes a candidate solution. i = 1, 2, . . . , SN , D denotes
dimension of search space. The range of honey source is [Xmin , Xmax ], the
initial honey source is generated by [15]
Xij = Xj,min + 0.5γij (Xj,max − Xj,min )

(11)

where γij is the random number, which is larger than −1 and less than 1,
j = 1, 2, . . . , D, every time the solution was solved, the adaptability function
was:

1


, f (xij ) ≥ 0
(12)
Fitness = 1 + f (xij )


1 + |f (xij )|, f (xij ) < 0
Step 2: The mercenary bee stage. The mercenary bees were responsible
for exploring the honey source and creating a random candidate solution
near it [16]:
xc = Xij + 0.5µij (Xij − Xkj ), i 6= k
(13)
where Xij denotes the jth dimensional component of ith honey source µij
denotes the moving scale coefficient, µij ∈ (−1, 1), k = 1, 2, . . . , SN , k is
the food source selected randomly different from i, all variables of the newly
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generated food source will be inherited from the original food source except
the j-dimensional variable.
When fitness function value of new food source is better than that of old
food source, Vi can replace Xi .
Step 3: Following bee stage: after the leading bee searches, the following bee
determines the next food source to search by roulette selection according to
the existing information, and calculates the probability of each food source
according to the following formulas:
f it(Xi )
pi = PS
N
i=1 f it(Xi )

(14)

pi is the probability of choosing the ith food source from the angle of
following bees. In [0,1], a number r with uniform distribution is randomly
selected. If pi > r, the following bee will search around its corresponding
food source. Obviously, the more abundant the food source, the more likely it
is to be chosen. After the food source is selected, the following bees generate
a new food source in space according to Equation (13), and greedy selection
mechanism is used to determine whether to keep the new food source.
Step 4: In the stage of detecting bees, after all the leading bees and detecting
bees complete the search, the algorithm checks the counter. If a food source
has not been improved after limit iterations, the corresponding leading bee
will be converted to detecting bees, and a new food source will be randomly
generated to replace the old food source in the search space according to
expression (12).
In the bee colony algorithm, every time the bees in the circle search the
neighborhood according to Equation (13), replace the honey source according
to the greedy criterion, and then observe the bees to follow according to the
following probability calculated by Equation (12). However, the algorithm
does not have the memory of the global optimal value and participate in the
algorithm process, resulting in the algorithm may fall into the local optimal
solution due to the lack of global exploration ability, which is embodied in
two aspects On the other hand, the greedy selection mechanism based on
fitting value: the fitting value of iterative function is used as the only standard
greedy selection in the process of observation bee allocation, neighborhood
exploration and population updating; the single global detection strategy: the
eliminated bees in the updated population will be transformed into reconnaissance bees, and will be initialized randomly to perform global detection task,
but in the next cycle, they will be compared with each other Both of them will
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lead to the rapid loss of individual diversity, and the algorithm will quickly
converge to the local extreme. Artificial bee colony algorithm only uses the
strategy of random individuals in the whole Bureau detection, which is simple
and ineffective, Therefore, a more effective global search strategy is needed
to make the algorithm obtain the global solution and retain from precocity.
According to the characteristics of conventional bee colony algorithm,
which does well in exploration but does not well in development, the
optimization is carried out with reference to particle swarm algorithm [17, 18]
xc = Xij + µij (Xij − Xkj ) + χ(Xgj − Xij )

(15)

where Xgj represents the tth component of the global optimal solution vector
obtained by the algorithm. Due to the introduction of the optimal solution
mechanism, if the current solution is far away from the optimal solution, the
global guidance can speed up convergence process of h6algorithm and make
new generated solution approach optimal solution more quickly, It can also
increase global optimization capability of the method for the region near the
global optimal solution.
By adjusting χ, we can coordinate exploration and development ability
of algorithm, but concurrently, the global optimization capability of method
can be decreased to a certain extent. To deal with the problem effectively, we
apply the crossover operation of genetic algorithm for further optimization.
Genetic algorithm is a self-adaptive and self-organizing search algorithm
developed from the natural selection and evolution mechanism of the biological world The improved bee colony algorithm combines crossover operation
of conventional genetic algorithm. It improves development capability of
conventional bee colony algorithm by picking bees for neighborhood search
and then crossover operation with the global optimal value. Meanwhile
the global search capability is considered, following expression can be
introduced [19, 20]:
(
Xij
µij < cr
(16)
xc =
Xgj + χ(Xgj − Xij ) other
In the formula, cr is the threshold value set by the algorithm. When the
random number is less than the threshold value, the original component is
kept. Or else, the appropriate part obtained after the crossover operation
is retained. The exploration ability and development performance of the
algorithm can be controlled by adjusting threshold value. When cr is larger,
it is conducive to the development of the algorithm, but it will reduce the
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exploration ability correspondingly. Otherwise, it is conducive to exploration,
but it will decrease development performance of method.

4 Case Study
To verify the effectiveness of proposed optimization model, a micro-grid
connection is used as research objective to carry out optimal simulation of
its regulation. The basic frame of the micro-grid connection is illustrated in
Figure 1.
Take a residential area in a certain place as an example. The typical daily
24 h photo voltaic power generation output, wind turbine output and AC and
DC loads of the community are listed in Table 1.
Fuel cost of each micro source power generation is listed in Table 2.
Price of electricity purchase and sale on micro network is listed in Table 3.
The parameters of improved bee colony algorithm are listed as follows:
µij = 0.3, γij = 0.2, χ = 2, and the population size is 50, and the maximum
iteration times is 300.
The traditional bee colony algorithm and improved bee colony algorithm
are applied to carry out regulation optimization of micro-grid connection.

Wind power
generation

DC/AC converter

Photovoltaic
power generation

AC (Alternating
Current) load

Large power
grid

AC/DC converter

AC/DC double
direction converter

DC (Direct
Current) load

Energy storage
equipment

Figure 1 Basic structure of micro-grid connection.
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Table 1 Typical PV, fan output and AC/DC load parameters
Power/kW
AC Load
Power
Generation

DC Load
Power
Generation

Photo Voltaic
Power
Generation Output

Wind Power
Generation
Output

1

60.2

56.9

0

155.3

4

40.4

31.6

0

121.7

8

58.6

39.2

40.6

43.1

12

81.5

82.7

115.4

29.6

16

83.2

83.8

84.8

55.7

20

78.4

42.6

20

200.1

24

59.7

39.9

0

135.5

Time/h

Table 2 Fuel cost of each micro source power generation
Micro
Source

Rate
Power/kW

Fuel
Cost/Yuan(kW.h)−1

Operation
Cost/Yuan(kW.h)−1

Wind power

80

0

0.05

Photo voltaic

80

0

0.01

Fuel cell

120

0.25

0.13

Micro gas turbine

120

0.34

0.20

Charge discharge of battery
to micro-grid

40

0.26

0.06

Interaction power between
micro and large electric net

40

0.25

0.08

Table 3 Price of electricity purchase and sale on micro-grid
Peak
Period

Normal
Period

Valley
Period

Price of purchase on micro-grid/yuan (kW.h)−1

1.22

0.70

0.42

Price of sale on micro-grid/yuan (kW.h)−1

0.66

0.39

0.12

Peak and Valley Time

The iteration curves of traditional bee colony algorithm and improved
bee colony algorithm are show in Figure 2. As seen from Figure 2,
the improved bee colony algorithm has quicker optimal speed than traditional bee colony algorithm. Results showed that the improved bee colony
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Figure 2 Iteration curves of two methods.

algorithm can optimize the regulation of micro-grid connection with high
efficiency.
The output power per moment of every micro source is shown in Figure 3,
and the output power of the whole micro-grid has lowest operation cost.
Based on analysis for Figure 3, The optimal scheme of micro-grid can be
determined by comprehensively considering the generation cost, environmental treatment cost and grid connected income of each micro source in
micro-grid.
The whole cost of micro-grid is listed in Table 4 before and after optimization is shown in Figure 4. As seen from Figure 4, the total operation cost
of micro-grid obtained from traditional bee colony algorithm is more than
that from improved bee colony algorithm, therefore the improved bee colony
can obtain the better solution. The reason for this phenomenon is that the
improved bee colony algorithm can jump out of local optimal solution and
obtain the global optimal solution.
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Figure 3

Output power curve of every micro source.

Total operation cost of microgrid/yuan

1200

1000

800

600

400

200

0
Traditional bee colony algorithm

Figure 4

Improved bee colony algorithm

Total operation cost of micro-grid based on two methods.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we consider many factors to build a micro-grid grid scheduling
model. Aiming at the shortcomings of traditional artificial bee colony algorithm, an improved artificial bee colony algorithm is proposed. Improved bee
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colony algorithm is applied to optimal scheduling of micro-grid, and final
analysis results illustrate that improved optimization model has better convergence. Improved bee colony algorithm can more accurately and efficiently
optimize the scheduling of micro-grid.
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